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ABSTRACT

The effect of the hydrology of the earth’s surface is incorporated into a numericalmodel of the general circulation of the atmosphere developed at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory of the Environmental Science
Services Administration (ESSA). The primitive equation of motion is used for this study. The nine levels of the
model are distributed so as to resolve the surface boundary layer and stratosphere. The depletionof solar radiation
and the transferof the terrestrial radiation are computed taking into consideration
cloud and atmospheric absorbers
such as water vapor, carbon dioxide, and ozone. The scheme treating the hydrology of our model involves the prediction of water vapor in the atmosphere and the predictionof soil moisture and snow cover. I n order t o represent
the mositure-holding capacity of soil, the continent is assumed to be covered by boxes, which can store limited
amounts of water. The ocean surface is idealized to be a completely wet surface
without any heat capacity. The
temperature of the earth’s surface is determined in such a way that it satisfies the condition of heat balance. T o
facilitate the analysis and the interpretation of the results, a simple and idealized distribution of the ocean and the
continental region is chosen for this study. The numerical integrations are performed for the annual mean distribution of solar insolation.
I n general, the qualitative featuresof hydrologic and thermodynamicregimes a t t h eearth’s surface are successfully simulated. Particularly, the horizontal distribution of rainfall is in excellent qualitative agreement with the
observations. For example, the typical subtropical desert, the breakof the subtropical dry belt along the east coast
of the continent, and the equatorial rain beltemerged as the result of numerical time integration. Some features of
the spatial distributions of heat and water balance components at the earth’s surface also agree well with those
obtained by Budyko for the actual atmosphere.
Owing to the lack of seasonal variation of solar insolation and lack of poleward transport of heat by ocean
currents in the model, excessive snow cover develops at higher latitudes. Accordingly, the temperature in the polar
region is much lower than the annualmean temperature observed in the actual atmosphere.
This investigation constitutes a preliminary study preceding
the numerical integrationof the general circulation
model of joint ocean-atmosphere interaction, in which the transport of heat by ocean currents plays an important

role.
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previous model. To facilitate the analysis andthe interpretation of the results, a simple distributionof ocean and flat
continent bounded by meridians is adopted. The results
from thenumerical time integrationof this model should be
useful for studying how the moisturesupplyfrom
the
model ocean affects the hydrology over the continent.

The interaction between ocean and atmosphere has received increasing attention because it plays an impprtant
role in maintaining the existing climate and in causing the
long-range evolution of weatherandclimate.However,
because of the complexity of the phenomenon, it is very
difficult to determine by simple physical reasoning, or by
4. MODEL EQUATIONS
simple analytic solution, how the ocean affects the atmosSince the details of the system of model equations have
pheric circulation. Therefore, it was decided to construct a
already
been described in S and M, only a brief outline of
mathematical model of the joint ocean-atmosphere system
the
system
is given in this section.
and to investigate the problem of ocean-atmosphere interaction by performing a series of controllednumerical
A.EQUATION OF MOTION
experiments.
AND THERMODYNAMICAL EQUATION
During the pastseveral years, general circulationmodels
Using thehydrostatic
approximation,andpressure
of the ocean andtheatmospherehave
been developed
normalized
by
surface
pressure
as the vertical coordinate,
separately at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
one
can
write
the
equations
of
motion on the Mercator
of ESSA. (See, for example, the studies by Bryan and Cox
projection
as
(1967), Smagorinsky and others (1965),' and Manabe and
others (1965).3) Thesestudiesconstitutethefoundation
P,V. sin e
for the construction of the joint ocean-atmosphere system,
to be described in parts I, PI, and 111.
I n order to facilitate theinterpretation of the result,
the research is carried out in three steps:
and
1) Study of the atmospheric model without the effect
of ocean circulation. The effect of heat transfer by the
ocean current is neglected. The ocean does not have any
heat capacity and simply acts as an infinite reservoir of
moisture for the atmosphere.
2) Study of the oceanicmodel without any feedback
effect from the atmosphere. The distributions of surface The continuity equation is
temperature,
wind
stress,
and precipitation over the
ocean me given and assumed to be constant with respect
ap*"
- g)3(1).
at
to time.
3) Study of the joint ocean-atmosphere modelin which The hydrostatic equation is
the two systems are allowed to interact fully with each
other. A comparison of the results of these three experi*"-. RT
ments sheds some light on the mutualrole of the ocean in
a&- Q
maintaining the climate and of the atmosphere in maintaining the thermal and dynamical structure of the ocean. The thermodynamical equation is
Part I of this series of papers is limited to the description
a (P,T)=-"3(T)+- R -++FT+--.
Tu
p*!i
of the results obtained
from the first nurr.erica1experiment,
(5)
at
%
c!
CP
that is, the study of the atmospheric model without the
effect of ocean circulation. This experiment is primarily
The vertical Q- andP-velocityareobtainedby
the
intended to serve as a blank test,which may be compared following relations
with the later experiment
including the effect of ocean
circulation.
Anothermajorobjective
of this study(part I) isto
simulate the hydrologic cycle in the atmosphere and to find
how the hydrologyof the earth's surface interacts with the and
general circulation of the atmosphere byuse of the matheu=P,&+QP,
(7)
matical model. Inthe previous studyM,the
earth's
surface was simply assumed to be completely wet and to where
have no heat capacity. In this study, the amount of soil
moisture and the depth of snow cover over the continent
are determined through computation
of the water and heat
budget. The treatment
of the ocean areasin part 1 is and
identical to that used for the entire earth's surface for the
2.8

Hereafter, these papers will be referred to 8s 8 and M, respectively.
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The following svmbols are used:
absciGa "and ordinate of Mercator rectangular
coordinate (positive eastward and northward)
time
earth velocity
components,
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and
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directions
atmospheric pressure
atmospheric pressure at thelower boundary
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The expression of subgrid scale momentum mixing
terms, F,, F,, and the thermal mixing term, FT, is given
in S.
B. PROGNOSTICEQUATION OF WATERVAPOR

The change in the mixing ratio of water vapor, r , due
tothe advection and subgridscale diffusion maybe
expressed as follows

a

-(p*~)mv=Bdr)+F~

at

(10)

where Fr/P* represents the change of mixing ratio due to
subgrid scale diffusion. See M for the details of Fr.
FIGURE1.-(A) latitude-height distribution of the mixing ratio of
water vapor (gm/kgm of air) used for the computation of radiative
If the mixing ratio of water vapor tends to exceed the
transfer; (B) latitudinaldistributions of albedo chosen for this
saturation value of the mixing ratioresultingfromthe
study; dashed and solid lines show the distribution for the ocean
advection and the subgrid scale diffusion, convective or
and snow-free continent, respectively.
nonconvectivecondensationis
assumed totake place.
For a description of the details of the scheme of treating
stratosphere
is
assumed to. be 3X
gm/gm of air
condensation and moist and dry convection, see M.
asMastenbrook (1965) suggested. Figure 1A shows the
C. RADIATIVETRANSFER
fixed latitude-heightdistribution of the mixing ratio of
The temperaturechangedue
to radiativetransfer is water vapor and table 1 lists the height and the amount of
computedasafunction
of the'verticaldistribution of cloud specified forthis study. I t would be possible to
atmosphericabsorbersand
of temperature. The atmos- use the distribution of watervapor,obtainedfrom
the
pheric absorbers taken into consideration are water vapor, prognostic equation of watervapor,ratherthanthe
carbon dioxide, ozone, and clouds. The details of the climatological distribution for the calculation of radiative
computation scheme have been discussed by Manabe and transfer; however, to avoid a sudden increasein the degree
Strickler (1964) and Manabe and Wetherald (1967).
of freedom of the model in comparison to previous studies,
The solar irlsolation at thetop of the atmosphere is this is notdone. In short, a part of the interaction between
assumed to be similar to the annual mean distribution.
the hydrologic cycle and the radiation regime in the atThe diurnalanddailyvariation
of solar radiationis
mosphere iseliminated.
The distribution of ozone is
eliminated by employing the effective mean
zenith
determined from the recent ozonesonde measurements by
angle (Manabeand Moller, 1961). Annualmean clima- Hering and Borden (1965). Their total amounts are nortological distributions of water vapor, cloudiness, carbon malized in such a way that they coincide with the disdioxide, and ozone are specified for thecomputation of tributions compiled by London (1962) using the extensive
radiative transfer. The distributions of tropospheric water measurements of total ozone amount obtained by theDobvaporand cloudiness are identicalwith those used in sonspectrometer.
Theannualmeandistributionsare
studies S and M. The mixing ratio of water vapor in the obtainedbytakingthearithmeticaverage
of thefour
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TABLE1.-Cloud
distributionadopted for this study. The height of
low cloud i s obtained by taking a weighted mean of the height of low
cloud and that of c u m u l i f o m cloud.
Lstitude

Middle

High

Amount

Height

Amount

Height

-

Amount

Cloud
top

-

~

0

0.241

5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55

.226

60

65
70
75
80
85
90

.205
.181

.I68
,160
.159
.181
.192
.210

.m
.a
.m
.254

.264
.262

.x31
.205
.198

9.80
9.82
10.13
10.35
10.50
10.50
10.38
10.03
9.44
8.65
7.97
7.65
7.29
7.13
7. 03
7.01
6.99
6.98
6.98

0.080
.075
.068

.064

0.60
.063
.070
.079
.096
110

.

.1n
.131
.128
.119
.117
111
.lo2

.

0..9o!2m

4.35
4.40
4.45
4.50
4.50
4.41
4.26
4.10
3.92
3.79
3.67
3.56
3.51
3.50
3.48
3.44
3.43
3.43
3.43

0.330
.317
.290

.264
.a9
.248

.269

.302
,343

.388
,417
.438
.447

.444
.439
.a4
.401
.375
.360

3.00
3.04
3. 08
3.08
3.01
2.91
2.80
2.70
2.60
2.47
2.35
2.24
2.17
2. IO

2.03
1.98
1.91
1.88
1.87

Cloud
base
1.40
1.47
1.61
1.70
1.72
1.71
1.70
1.65
1.68
1.60
1.40

1.31
1.25

1.20
1.12
1.05
1.02
1. w)

1.00

seasons. The mixing ratio of carbon dioxide is assumed to
be 0.456X10d3 gm/gm of air
and
is identical
with
that chosen in the studies S and M.
For the albedo and the absorptivities of clouds a t
various altitudes, the values
used by Manabe andStrickler
(1964) are adopted. The albedo of the earth's surface is
determined following a suggestion by Budyko (1956).
The latitudinal distributionsof albedo used for this study
are shown in figure 1B. Differentdistributionsare
assigned to ocean and continent separately. However, the
continentaldistributionisnot
used for snow-covered
surface; an albedo of 70 percent is assigned to snowcovered areas. The prognostic equation for snow cover
will be described in the latter partof this section.
D.BOUNDARYCONDITIONS

following :

(VLH)*=LoE

A? THEEARTH'SSURFACE

The surfacestress (T)* is computed by the following
formula:
(7)*="P(h).bo(h).IV(h)I*V(h)
(1 1)

( 14)

and

E=P(h).bD(h).IV(h)I.(.P~~-T(h))

LOW

-
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(15)

where L is latent heat of evaporation or that of sublimation, E is the rateof evaporation, and rws is the saturation
mixing ratio of watervapor, which dependsupon T*.
The formulp for estimating E for a land surface is given
in subsection 3E. The heat flux and moisture flux at the
earth's surface constitutes the lower boundary condition
for the computation
of vertical mixing of heat and moisture.
The temperature of the earth's surface T* used for the
computation of heat and moisture fluxes from the earth's
surface is determined so that it satisfies the requirement
of the heat balance at the earth's surface. If we assume
that the heat capacityof the earthis zero (no heatconduction into soil), the equation of the requirement of the heat
balance is

s*+ ( D m * =cT$ + ( v f 4 *+(&HI*

(16)

where S* and (DLR)* are the net downward solar insolation and the downward long-wave radiation a t the earth's
u is the Stefan-Boltzmann
surface,respectively,and
constant. Since the diurnal variation of solar insolation
is eliminated in the model, it may be justifiable to neglect
the heat conduction into the soil.
This scheme for computing T* is applied to the ocean
surface as well as the land surface; therefore, the downward conduction of heat into the sea is neglected. This
assumption does not hold when the heat storageof the sea
water changes with time or when the advection of heat by
ocean currents is significant. Since we consider a model
without seasonal and diurnal variation of solar insolation,
the time variation of heat storage in the ocean can be
neglected. On the other hand, the effect of heat advection
is not negligible. Therefore, in part I we are effectively
considering a hypothetical ocean or wet surface that does
not transport heathorizontally.
E. HYDROLOGY OF LAND SURFACE

In this subsection, the scheme simulating the hydrology
of thecontinent is described in detail, since it is not
where Co(h) is the drag coefficient a t height h,
considered in the previous studies S and M.
Evaporation-The evaporation from a sufficiently wet
land surface (including a surface covered by dense vegetation) or ocean hasalready been given by equations
(14) and (15). Similarly, the evaporation from the surface
p is density, V(h) is velocity a t height h, k, is the Karman
-of
ice or snow, E, is
constant, the roughness parameter 2, is assumed to be
1 cm, and h is chosen to beequal to theheight of the lowest
E=p(h).Co(h).jY(h)I*(rI.s-r(h))
(la)
prognostic level. The surface stress thus computed constitutes a lower boundary condition for the computation where rIs is the mixing ratio st ice saturation and
of Reynolds stress due to verticalmixing.
is the dragcoefficient.
When the soil does not contain a sufficient amount of
water, the amount of evaporation is smaller than the one
is given by
Similarly, the heat flux
obtained from equation (15). I n other words, this equation gives the upper limit of evaporation from the land
surface. We may call this upper limit the "evaporability"
where T* is the surface temperature. The flux of latent or I ( potential evaporation." In order to computethe
ocean is obtainedfromthe
energy (,LET)* fromthe
evaporation from the soil which is not wet completely, it

(,a*
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is also necessary to take into consideration the supply of
moisture from the soil as well as the turbulent transport
of water vapor in the atmosphere. In the soil, moisture
exists both in gas and liquid phases. The liquid moisture
moves due to capillary effect, and water vapor diffuses
due to molecular diffusion. The transition between water
vapor and liquid water also takes place depending ugon
thetemperaturedistributioninthe
soil. Takinginto
considerationthesecomplicated
processes, Philipand
de Vries (1957) set up the equations for the diffusion of
soil moistureas well asthe conduction of heat.Their
method is straightforward and seems to be suitable for
the application to the limitedarea where the detailed
characteristics of the soil areknown. For ourgeneral
circulation model, however, a simpler scheme is desirable
because the solution of these equations requires a
great
amount of computation and we know little about those
detailed characteristics of the various soils in the world
requiredintheirframework.
Budyko (1956) proposed a simplerschemeto
obtain
of
the amount of evaporationbaseduponobservations
variousauthors.The
basic principles that headopted
are as follows.
A t soil moisture W , which is larger thanacertain
on
criticalvalue WK,total evaporationdependsmainly
meteorological factors and is equal to the evaporability
Eo. Whentheamount
of soil moistureis below WK,
evaporation becomes less than evaporability, whereupon
therate of evaporation is proportional to theamount
of soil moisture.
:
These principles are to be summarized follows
as

if WYW,,

E=Eo

and

W
if W<WK, E=P
O

w,

(18)

where WFcis the field capacity of moisture, that is, the
upper limit of water that can be stored in the soil. This
simple scheme was well verified by Berliand (1952) and
others, and is adopted for our present purpose.
Prognostic eqwtion sf soil moisture-In order to compute
the amount of evaporation by this scheme, it is necessary
to know the total amount of soil moisture contained in
the soil of l-m depth. A scheme of forecasting the amount
of moisture in the soil was also described byBudyko
(1956). This method for the calculation of the accretion
of moisture into the soil is very simple; nevertheless, it
seems to catch the essential features of the phenomenon.
When one combines thismethodwiththescheme
of
computingevaporationdescribedabove,
a scheme for
the prediction of the amountof soil moisture is constructed.
of various authors
According tothemeasurements
(for example, Free and others, 1940), the infiltration rate
of water into dry soil is usually faster than the rate of
rainfall, except in the case of severe storms.Therefore,
when there is enough available storage, the rate of accretion is almost equal to that of rainfall; other factors such
asthe interception by vegetation are relativelysmall
and need not be considered. When there is no available
storage,accretionis
impossible, andmost of the precipitated water eventually runs off by various routes.
After adopting these accretion relations verified by the
authorsmentionedaboveandaftertakinginto
consideration the effect of evaporation, the rateof the change
of soil moisture
can
be
expressed bythe
following
equations :

if W=W,, and RA>Eo,bW/bt=O and T,=R~-E,
and

if W< Wpc,bW/t=R.$-E

(21)

where R, is the rateof rainfall and r, is that of runoff.
The field capacity of soil varies widely anddepends
~o=p(h).C,(h).IV(h)I.(r,--r(h))
(19) very much upon the kind
of soil (for example, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, 1955). It was decided, howand W is the soil moisture contained in the soil layer from ever, to choose a single value of 15 cm everywhere to
the surface to l-m depth.
facilitate the interpretation of the results. Palmer (1966)
This choice of the soil layer of l-m depth is due to the suggested this value based upon his experience of comresults of Romanova (1954). Shefoundthat,
in the puting average annual runoff. This value may be somewhat
steppes and in the wooded steppe zone as well as in the smaller than the median value of field capacity, but it
forest zone, the change of moisture content in the layer
was chosen by Palmer because the loss of somewhat less
of 0.5 to 1 m is quite comparable to the change in the
than 100 percent of soil moisture changes the wet surface
On the other
layer of 0 to 0.5 m and isoftengreater.
to a dry surface.
hand, taking into consideration the fact that most of the
Snow cover-The equation forthe prediction of the
rootsystem of aplantis
concentrated in the top l-m
water equivalent depth of snow S is
depth, it is acceptable that most of the variation of the
amount of soil moisture takes place in this layer.
dfi'/dt=&- E- M ,
(22 1
Concerning the magnitudeof WK,Alpatev (1954) found
that the firststage of evaporationmentioned before is where SFis the rateof snowfall, M eis the rateof snow melt,
observed inside aratherlargerange
of soil moisture and E is the evaporation. M , canbecalculatedusing
variations. According to him, when soil moisture is not the heat balance condition of the snow-covered surface,
lower than 70 or 80 percent of its field capacity, evapora- that is,
Me=Ez/L,if E,>O
tion from crop field is close to the value of evaporability,
and
(23 1
that is,
WK=0.75 X WFc
(20)
M,=O if Ez<O
where
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Lfis the latent heat of fusion and

Ez=[S*+

(DLR)*--T:-((~H)*-((VLH)*]T*=T~~
(24)

REVIEW

n
81.7'N.

where Tlr is the temperature for freezing and is equal to
273.2OK (see equation (13) for (,H)* and equations (14)
and (17) for (,LE?)*).
After the snow disappears through melting or sublimation, the moisture begins to evaporate from the
soil surface
again. Accordingly, it is also necessary to follow the amount
of soil moisture even when the soil is covered by snow.
I n order to do this, we must know the moisture-holding
capacity of snow. The water-holding capacity of snow
varies depending on thedensityanddepth;the
mass
of ice layers; the size, shape, and spacingof snow crystals;
and the degree of channelizationand honeycombing. It
is difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate the individual
influences of each of these factors on the liquidwaterholding capacities of snow pack. The liquid water-holding
capacity of snow may be related to density. Usually, the
affinity of snow for liquid water increases with increasing
snowpack density. From the
results of observations of
thermal quality and from Gerdel's study (1954) of trans-1.75.
snow, between 2 and 5 percent
mission of water through the
by weight is recommended for the liquid water-holding
FIGURE2.-Diagram
depicting thc distribution of ocean and
capacity. I n this study, for the sake of simplicity, me shall
contincnt. Cyclic continuity is assumed atthccastcrnand
assume thatthe moisture-holding-capacity of snow is
wcstcrn cnds of thc domain. The distribution in thc Southern
zero. After using this assumption, the forecasting of soil
Hcmispherc is symmetric to thc distribution in theNorthern
I-Icmisphere.
moisture under snow cover could be done by using the
following :
if W<WFc, bWlbT=Mc+RA
G. FINITE DIFFERENCES AND C O M P U T A T I O N A L SPACE MESH
and
(25)
Arakawa (1966) proposed a finite-difference representaif uY=WFc, bW/bt=O and T,=M,+R,.
tion of the equation of motion,in which the nonlinenz
Due to the effects of freezing, melting, nnd sublimation inertialtermsareformulntedto
mainhin some of the
of soil moisture, theactual
processes could be more sameintegralconstraints
ns the continuousequations
complicated than those considered here.
and
consequently
avoid some of the possibilities
of nonlinear instability. Based upon a
similar principle,
F. DlSTRlBUTlON OF O C E A N AND CONTINENT
Lilly [Appendix I of study S) proposed a general energyFigure2 shows the land-sea configuration chosen for and momentum-conserving representation of the nonlinear
this study. In order to save computation time, the longi- term, which is adopted for this study. His formulation
tudinal span of the domain is assumed to be (2~/3)radians. for the equations on the stereogrnpluc projection has
Both sides of the domain are bounded by the meridian already been described in S. There is no difficulty in
and cyclic continuity is assumed from one end of the converting his finite-difference formulation so that it
domain t o the other. The longitudinal span of the land corresponds to the equations on a Mercator projection,
and that of the sea are equaland are assumed tobe
which we did for this study. Therefore, we shallnot
(2n/6)radians, except forthe polar region. This longi- present the system of finite-difference equations here.
tudinal span corresponds roughly to that of North and
Figure 3 shows the distribution of computational space
South America or the Atlantic Ocean. The distribution mesh on the Mercator projection. For example, the grid
of land and sea in the Southern Hemisphere is symmetric size at 45' latitude is approximately 472 km. I n order to
to that of the Northern Hemisphere. It is hoped that the economize on the time required for the integration, the
simplicity of land-sea configuration will facilitatethe
grid size on the map is doubled from 66.5' latitude and
analysis of the results and give us insight to the relation- quadrupledfrom
713 ' . Despitethe
use of variable
ship between the distkibution of ocean and continent and resolution, it was still possible to satisfy some of the
to the climate on the earth's surface.
integral constraints for the finite-difference equations by
Since we adopted theMercator
projection, it was following the suggestions of Bryan (1966).
impossible to include the Pole, and it was necessary t o
H. BOX DIAGRAM OF THE MODEL STRUCTURE
assume an artificial free-slip insulated wall at 81.7' latitude. It is hoped that the effect of this mall, located at
A box diagram showing the linkage among major
very high latitudes, is not serious.
components of the model is given in figure 4; this con-
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FIGURE
4."Box diagram indicating the major components of the
model. The links among the components arc shown by arrows.

I

observed temperature distributions isexcellent. There are,
however,
some important discrepancies. For example,
. . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
shows the latitudinal distributions of zonal
figure
6,
which
. . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
mean
temperature
at two isobaric levels, indicates that the
. . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
of
the.mode1
troposphere is very low in higher
temperature
. . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
latitudes.
(As
discussed
in
subsection 6D, this low temper. . . . .
. . . . . . . .
is
mainly
due
to
the
excessive development of snow
ature
. . . . .
. . . . . . . .
cover.)
Accordingly,
the
latitudinal
gradient of the tropo. . . . .
. . . . . . . .
spheric
temperature
is'
significantly
larger in the model
. . . .
. . . . . . . .
0
atmosphere
than
in
the
actual
atmosphere.
In part 11,
LONGVITUDE
it will be shown that the poleward transport of heat by
excessive temperature
FIGURE3.-Computational space mesh of the northern half of thc ocean currents helps reducethis
domain. Grid points arc indicated by dots; boundaries bctwecn gradientinthe
model tropospheresignificantly. Atthe
ocean and continent are indicated by solid lines.
stratospheric level (P/P*=0.074), the temperature of the
polar stratosphere also is somewhat lower than the one
obtainedin M and is much lower thanintheactual
atmosphere.Recently,Manabe
and Hunt (1968) were
eludes the description of the model. The contents of this successful in making the temperatiwe distribution in the
diagramhavealready
been exdainedinthe
preceding model stratosphere more realistic by increasing the
subsections. The diagram is intended to give an overall resolutioll of verticalfinitedifferencing.
view of the model structure.
I n figure 7, the horizontal distribution of temperature
at the h e s t prognostic level (P/P,=O.991) is compared
3. TIME INTEGRATION AND THE PERIOD
with the horizontal distribution of temperature observed
OF ANALYSIS
at anemometer level, obtainedbytakingtheaverage
A qunsi-equilibrium state, obtained from study hill between the summer ( J ~ l y )and winter (January) distriis used as aninitialconditionaftermaking
it axially butions. According to this figure, the temperature of the
symmetric by taking the zonal mean. The 100-day period subtropical region of the continent is very high, in qualiof the 243d to 343d model day is chosen for an malysis
tative agreementwithobserva,tion.
The extremely low
of the results. The quasi-steady state of t,he Rossby regime soil moisture and accordingly very little evaporation in
is reached long before this period. The results, discussed in this region is responsible for thishightemperature.
In
the following sections, are obtained by taking the average short, a hotsubtropicaldesert is formed in the model.
of various quantities for this 100-day period except, when Thispoint millbe discussed in more detailinsections
stated otherwise.
6 and 7. In higher latitudes, a sharp temperature contrast
between ocean andcontinentappears.Althoughthis
4. TIME MEAN FIELD
feature is inqualitative
agreementwithobservation,
of thecontinent a t higher
Before discussing the details of the results, we shall first the surfaceairtemperature
describe the t,ime mean distributions of the basic quanti- latitudes is much too lorn due to the excessive growth of
ties, that is,temperature,wind,surfacepressure,
and snow cover, which has been mentioned. In thepresent
world climate, such an extensive snow cover exists only
water vapor.
A. TEMPERATURE
during minter. The reason why such an extreme climate
The latitude-heightdistribution
of the zonal mean emerged in the model will be discussed in subsection 6D.
temperature in the model atmosphere is shown in figure
B. SURFACE PRESSURE
5A; this may be compared with the distribution in the
actua.1atmosphere shown in figure 5B. As in studies S and
Thelatitudinal distributions of zonal meansurface
M , the genernl agreement between the computed and the pressure inthe model atmospherearecontrasted
tvith
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FIGURE5.-(A)
latitude-heightdistribution
of the zonal mean
temperature ( O K ) in the model atmosphere; (B) latitllde-height
distribution of the zonal mean, annual mean temperature (OK)
of the actual atmosphere in the Northern Hemisphere, from the
arithmetic average of the distributions of the four seasons compiled by London (1957).

those of the actual atmosphere in figure 8.4 The belt of
low surface pressure appears in the Tropics and in middle
latitudes; the belt of high pressure appears in the subtropics and in the polar region in qualitative agreement
with observed features. It is rather difficult to evaluate
the result quantitatively because the observed distribution is different inthe two hemispheres. The surface
pressure in the polar region of the model, however, seems
to be excessively high. This is caused by the very cold
temperature of this region (previously described).
I n figure 9 8 , the horizontaldistribution of the time
mean of surface pressure is shown. For comparison, the
distribution of annualmeansurfacepressure
in the
WesternHemisphereis
shown in figure 9B. One of
the features of, interestinthe
numericalresultis
the
development of an oceanic anticyclonein
the model
subtropics. According to the hydrostatic relationship, this
anticyclone is consistentwith
the relatively cold air
mass over thesubtropical ocean. Figure 9B shows that
a similar anticyclone does exist in the subtropical
region of the actual Atlantic Ocean.
The opposite situation holds in the low-pressure belt
in higher latitudes of the model, that is, surface pressure
is somewhat lower over the ocean than over the continent.
According to figure 7, the surfaceairtemperature
over
the continent at higher latitudes is computed to be lower
4 The mean surface pressure of the model atmosphere is about 28 mb lower than the
observed mean surfacepressure because the model hss approximately the same mass of
air as the actual atmosphere
but it has no mountains. For comparison, the
scale (ordinate)
of surface pressureof the model is shifted fromthat of the actual atmosphere.

90

BO

70

60

LATITUDE
50
40

30

20

10

1
0

distributions of zonal mean temperature at
.50O-mb and 1,000-mb levels. Solid and dashed lines indicate the
computed and observed distributions, respectively. The computed
distributions are obtained by taking the average of values of the
two hemispheres. Observed distributions are based on the work
of Peixoto (1960).

FIGURE
6.-Latitude

than over the ocean at comparable latitudes because the
reflectivity of solar radiation bythe continentnl snow
cover is much larger than by the ocean surface. Therefore, it is reasonable to have relatively high surface p r e s
sure over the continent at higher latitndes. Also, it is
well known that such heating cont,rast tends to enhance
the development of cyclones and accordingly of the lowpressure belt over the ocean at high latitudes. For further
discussion of this subject, refer to section 8.
C. ZONAL WIND

The latitude-height distribution of the zonal mean of
the zonal component of mind in the model tttmosphere is
shown in figure 10A andcanbecomparedwith
the
similar distribution of zonal wind in the actualatmosphere
shown in figure lOB. According to thiscom]~arison,the
westerlies are generally too strong in the model atmosphere, particularly in the model stratosphere.Asimilar
feature mas evident in the model atmospheres obtained
fromstudies S and M. Though the reason for this discrepancyis not known, it is probable that the lack of
mountainsinthe model maybepartly
responsible. I n
the polar region of the model where the extensive snow
cover andtheintenseanticyclone
develops, the surface
easterlies are significantly stronger than
the
actual
easterlies. I n the model Tropics, westerlies of signifimnt
intensity appear in the upper troposphere; whereas in the
actual Tropics, easterly mind appears both in the upper
troposphereand the stratosphere. Again, the reason for
this discrepancy is not obvious to the author.
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FIGURE
7.-(A) horizontal distribution of tempcraturc (OK) at the lowest model level (P/P*= .991) ; (B) observed distribution of temperature at sea level (Sverdrup and others, 1942); model dist,ributions are obtaincd by taking the avcrage of the two hemispheres.

6D, this difference is partly due to thesubtropical desert,
which
cuts down the transfer of moisture from the sub1020 tropics into the Tropics and accordingly the intensity of
t
the meridional circulation. (Note that in study
M, the
g I010 earth's surface was assumed to be wet everywhere.)
The meridional circulation patterns, obtained in studies
,'
"""SH
,/'
S
and
M and particularly Manabe and Hunt (1968), have
-" ."_.'
gm
a
very
intense,localized secondary cell in the upper tropo990
sphere of the Tropics, probably due t o the existence of an
irregular tropical wall. Fortunately, this peculiar irreguFIGURE8.-Latitudinal
distributions of the zonal mcan surfacc larity disappeared in the present study, which involves no
pressure. The scale for thc observed distributions is shown on thr
left ordinatc and thc scalc for thc comput,ed distribution is shown tropical wall.
It is interesting that 1vea.k downward motion exists in
on the right ordinatc. Thc
obscrvcd distributions for thc Northcrn
and Southcrn Hcmisphcrcs arc indicatcd by NH and SEI, rcspccthe tropical stratosphere (at thelevel where PI]', =0.034).
tively. The computeddistribution
is obt.ained by t.,zking lhc The existence of such motion in the actual atmosphere has
nvcrage of the two hemispheres.
been suggested by Tucker (1964) and Walla,ce (1967).

iIm-

t

E. STREAMLINES
D. MERIDIONALCIRCULATION

I n both parts of figure 11, the latitude-height distribution of zonally averaged meridional component's of the
wind and of the zonally averaged vertical pressurevelocity are shown. Various features of the actuaJ atmosphere, such as an intertropical convergence zone, n wide
belt of downward motionin the subt'ropics,and R convergence zone inmiddlelatitudes
exist inthe model
atmosphere. Although the general features of the distribution are very similar to those obtained by the previous
study M , there are some differences.
For example, the intensity of the direct cell in low latitudes is much stronger in the previous model Ad than in
subsection
this model. As we shall discuss in more detail in
365-096 0-GD-2

Horizontal distributions of the vector wind and streamlines near the earth's surface are shown in the lower half
of figure 12. One of the most notable features appears in
the Tropics. Air converges from the subtropics into the
Tropics and formsanarrowintertropical
convergence
zone at the Equator. This equatorial convergence is particularly distinct in the oceanic region. Part of the converged air then moves westwa,rd onto the continent. I n
the subtropics, the air tendsto move along the periphery of
the oceanic anticyclone described in subsection 4B ; simultaneously, the general divergence of air tornard the Tropics
and middle latitudespredominates. I n middle latitudes
(around 4 5 O ) , southwesterly winds and in the polar region
northeasterly minds prevail. Betmeen these two regions, air
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FIGURE
10.-(A) latitude-height distribution of the zonal mean of
the zonal wind in the model atmosphere in units of m sec-'; the
region of easterlies is shaded; (B) observed latitude-heightdistribution of the zonal mean of the zonal wind (m sec-1) compiled
from Rasmusson and Oort (1970), Oort (1964), andBatten
(1964) ; the region of easterlies is shaded.

convergesin-a zone a t about 55O latitude. Similar qualitative
features can be found in the wind distributions of the
Iower part of the actual atmosphere, which are shown in
the lower part of figure 13.
Streamlines and the vector wind at about the 500-mb
level (P/P*=0.500) of the model atmosphere are shown in
the upper left part of figure 13. They aremore or less zonal
except inthe oceanic region of the Tropics where air
seems to diverge. In the actual atmosphere, the trough
and ridgeline are evident a t the 500-mb level along the
eastand
west coasts of North America, respectively.
Accordingly, the streamlines in high latitudes seem to be
less zonal than those in the model atmosphere. These features of the flow in the actualmidtroposphere may be due
to the effect of mountains, missing in the model.
F. MOISTURE

The latitude-height distribution of the mixing ratio of
water vapor inthe model atmosphere is shown in figure 14.
In the stratosphere, the mixing ratio is verysmall and
increases with increasing latitude; whereas in the troposphere, it decreases with increasing latitude.Similar
M. The tsopospheric
results were obtained instudy
mixing ratio in the polar region of the model is very low
due to the extremely low temperature of this region.

YERlOlOWAL WlWD

FIGURE
11.-Latitude-height distribution in the model atmosphere
of (A) the zonal mean of the vertical P-velocity (mb day-1)
and (B) the zonal mean of the meridional component of the
wind (m sec-1). The regions of upward or southward components
of wind are shaded.

Thedistribution of relativehumidityinthe
model
atmosphereis shown in figure 15A. According to this
figure, the stratosphere is very dry except for the polar
region where thetemperatureis
low. It isnoteworthy
that a tongue of dry air penetrates into the troposphere
through the region of the tropopause gap. (See Hunt and
Manabe, 1968, for details of the exchange process between
the model stratosphereandthe
model troposphere.) I n
general, the tropospheric
relative
humidity
increases
with decreasing altitude. Near the earth's
surface, it is
pmticularly high in theTropics andin thehigher latitudes.
These features of the distribution of relative humidity in
the model atmosphere are in qualitative agreement with
those intheactual
atmosphere.Figure 15B shows the
distributions observed intheactual
atmosphere'during
summer.
I n figure 16A, the horizontaldistribution of relative
humidity at the lowest prognostic level is shown. One of
thenotablefeatures
of theresults is the very dry air
which covers the entire subtropicalregion of the continent,
except for the narrow belt along the east coast. This dry
region also extendsslightly off the west coast of the
continent. Although this dry region could correspond to
the dry region located, for example, in the southwestern
part of theNorth
American Continent (fig. 16B), it
seems to be too ext'ensive. In part 11,i t will be shown that
the ocean currents play an important role in moderating
thisextremeclimate.Except
for thisdesert region, the
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5. ANGULAR MO

BALANCE

The transport of angular momentum is oneof the most
fundamentalfactors controlling the genera.1 circulation
of the atmosphere.
Therefore,
we shall describe the
budget of angular momentum first.

SURFACE STRESS
Thelatitudinaldistribution
of surfacetorque of the
model is shown in figure 17. Since easterlies prevail in the
Tropics and polar region, the surface torque is positive,
that is, the atmosphere receives angularmomentumin
these regions. On theotherhand,theatmosphere
loses
positive angular momentum in the middle latitudes where
westerlies reach the surface. Similar qualitative features
appear in the distribution of surface torque as estimated
by Priestley (1951) using observed wind, also shown in
figure 17. However, thereare(quantitativelyspeaking)
various discrepancies between the two distributions. For
example, the latitude of maximum negative torque of the
model is located equatorwardof that obtained by Priestley.
Also, themagnitude of this negativetorque in middle
latitudes and of positive torque in the polar region seems
to be too large. Because of the large albedo of the extensive
snow cover in high latitudes, a large domeof cold air, and
accordingly an extensive anticyclone, and the belt of the
easterlies develop in the polar region as discussed in
subsection 4B. Thisintense anticycloneand thelarge
meridional temperature gradient in the surrounding area
maybe
responsible for the discrepancies mentioned
above.
A.

-1

"

- t

B. POLEWARD TRANSPORT OF

ANGULAR MQMENTMM
I n figure 18, the latitudinal distributions
of the poleward
transport of angularmomentumbytransienteddies,
standing eddies, and standing meridional circulation the
in
model atmosphere are compared with those in the actual
atmosphere estimated by Buch (1954). The mathematical
definitions of the poleward transports of any quantity p
across a latitude circle by various processes are:
poleward transport of p by transient eddies
4 2

. .a . cos e/$)
?r

.r
(V-Z)

.( p " ' )

x

ap,

poleward transport of q by standing eddies
=(2
FIQURE
12.-Horizontal

distributions of the vector wind a t various
pressure levels in the model atmosphere. The length of the 20-m
sec-1 vector wind is indicated near the lower left corner of each
diagram. (Note that the unit length of the vector wind for the
upper two diagram is different from the unit lengthfor the lower
two.) Thin lines indicate streamlines.

level of the surface relative humidity in the model atmosphere is significantly higher than in the actual
atmosphere.
So far, the causes of thisdiscrepancyhave
not been
identified.

' ?r

-a

*

cos e/$)

-

pmaz

x

(jjL2x), ( g q ) ap,

and
polemard transport of p by standing meridional circulation
Pmaz

zx

v .¶dP

where P,, is maximumsurface pressure and w is the
meridional component of the wind.
and (
$
denote the time mean and zonal mean,
respectively. As
figure 2 indicates, the longitudinal span of the domain of
computation is (2~/3)radians.However, thetransports
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distributions of the vector wind a t various pressure levels in the actual atmosphere. The length of the 20-m secvector wind is indicated near the lower left corner of each map. (Note that the unit lengthof the vector wind for the 1,000-mb-level
map is different from the unit length of the other three maps.) These distributions were obtained by taking the average of a 5-yr
period starting from May 1958 (Rasmusson and Oort, 1970).

FIGURE
13.-Horizontal

are definedbyassuming
that therearethreeidentical
domains which cover 2a radians. This assumption enables
us to compare quantitatively the transports in the model
atmosphere with those in the actual atmosphere.

In thesubtropics,the
poleward transport of angular
momentum by transienteddiesisamaximumandis
of Buch (1954).
somewhatlarger
thantheestimate
However, the magnitude of total eddy transport, which
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FIGURE
14.-Latitude-height distribution of the zonal mean mixing
ratio of water vapor in the
model atmosphere (units, gm/kgm
of air).

15KM

is the sum of the contribution of transient eddies and of
standing eddies, agrees reasonably well with the estimates
of Buch.
I n higher latitudes of the model, the large equatorial
transport of angularmomentum
bytransient
eddies
prevails; whereas, it is missing in Buch'sdistribution.
As previously discussed, the anticycloneandsurface
easterlies prevail in the polar region due t.0 the effect of
extensive snow cover. The large supply of positive torque
due to the surface easterlies is responsible for this equatorial transport of angularmomentum.Duringthe
ice
age, such equatorial transport probably predominated.
Figure 18 also indicates thatthelatitudinaldistribution of thetransport'bystanding
eddies inthe model
atmosphere is quite different from
the
distribution
In 17iem
estimatedbyBuch
for theactualatmosphere.
of the highly idealized orography chosen for this study,
disagreement may be expected.
The distribution of the transport of absoluteangular
momentum bythe meridional circulationin the model
atmosphere also has very little similarity with the distribution obtained by Buch. Since the speed of the meridional circulation is very small, it is extremely difficult to
estimateitscontribution
to thetransport
of absolute
angular momentum. Therefore, it is highly probable that
the distribution in the model atmosphere is more realistic
than the distribution estimated by Buch.
The latitude-height distribution of angular momentum
transport by transient eddies is given in figure 19. Again,
relatively large equatorward transport in higher latitudes
isacharacteristicfeature
of thisdistribution.Another
feature of interestistheequatorwardtransportinthe
upper troposphere of the Tropics. It is not certain whether
such equatorward transport of angular momentum does or
does not exist in the actual atmosphere.
6. HYDROLOGIC CYCLE

As we explained in the introduction, the hydrology of
theearth's
surface is the new feature of the model.
Therefore, we shall describe and discuss the hydrologic
cycle of this model in special detail.
A. PRECIPITATIONANDEVAPORATION

Horizontal distributions-The distribution of precipitation (sum of rainfall and snowfall) for the model is shown

IOKM

0
I

B
5KM

&N.

7PN. 5 P NW N .

WN.ZCPN 3G"N.

IPN.

'0

10%

LATITUDE

FIGURE
15.-(A) latitude-height distribution of zonal mean relative
humidity in the model atmosphere (units, percent); (B) and (C) latitude-height distribution of mean relative humidities and cirrus
distribution intheactual
atmosphere (Northern Hemisphere)
during the summer season; (B) from Murgatroyd (1960) and (C)
from Telegadas and London (1954).

in the left diagram of figure 20. One of the interesting
features of this distribution is the belt of intense rainfall
directly at the Equator. Although the actual intertropical
rain belt is not always situated at the Equator, this result
suggests that it would be there if there mere no asymmetries between the hemispheres, no seasonal variation,
and no effect from ocean circulation. I n order t o establish
this point firmly, it seems to be necessary to repeat this
study using the model with higher resolution inthe
Tropics. As Manabe and Smagorinsky (196'7) pointed out,
the rainfall in the model Tropics results mainly from the
intenseverticalmotionandmoist
convection inthe
synoptic scale disturbances. Thus, the distribution _of_ the
instantaneous rate of rainfallishighlyvariablewith
respect totimeand
space. The organized tropicalrain
belt in figure 20 is obtained by computing the average
rate of rainfall for a period of 100 days.
I n the subtropics of the model, where the domnward
branch of direct Hadley cell prevails, the rate of rainfall
is generally very small. The area of low precipitation rate
ha,s wider latitudinal spread on the continent than on the
ocean due to the self-amplification effect involved in the
desert formation process to be discussed. This subtropical
belt of meager rainfall is interrupted by thearea of ample
rain along the east coast of the continent. Similar features
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Lmtitude

FIGURE
17.-Latitudinal

distribution of surface torque of the model
atmosphere. The values of surface torque in the actualatmosphere,
estimated by Priestley (1951), are added by x's for winter and
+ ' s for summer. .The values of the twohemispheres are averaged.

Duch's Results
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FIGURE
18.-Poleward transport of angular momentum in themodel
atmosphere by transient eddies, standing eddies, andstanding
meridional circulation,
respectively.
The values of the two
hemispheres are averaged. The results obtained by Buch (1954)
for the actual atmosphere are plotted forcomparison.

The belt of relatively large precipitation rate occupies
rate
middle latitudes. In thisbelt,theprecipitation
is somewhatlarger in the ocean than in the continent.
This oceanic area of large rainfall is connected with the
120"
90"
60"
30"
0" tropical rain belt by the rainyarea of the subtropics along
LONGITUDE
theeast coast of thecontinent.Thesefeaturesarein
observed features. The
FIGURE
16.-(A) horizontal distribution of relative humidity at the qualitativeagreementwiththe
area of intense rainfall off the west coast of the continent,
lowest model level (P/P*=.991) in percent; values of the two
hemispheres are averaged; (B) horizontal distribution of relative however, is located too far south. According to figure 21,
humidity observed at the earth's surface (Szava-Kovats, 1938);
the area of intense rainfall should be located around 55"
the distribution for the monthof July is shown in percent,.
latitude; whereas, it is located at about 45' in the model.
The results in part
I1 indicate thisdiscrepancy is partly due
to the lack of horizontal transport of heatby ocean
of rainfall'can be observed along the ea,st coasts of North currents.
America andEurasia.
(See fig. 21 for the observed
As one would expect, the rate of precipitation is very
small in thepolar region partly because of t h e small water
distribution.)
1
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FIGURE
19.-Latitude-height distribution of poleward transport of
angular momentum by transient eddies in the model atmosphere
(units, lo2* gm cm2 sec mb-'day").
The values of thetwo
hemispheres arc averaged.

vapor content of the' air. The excessive development of
snow cover intensifies the dome of cold air in the polar
region and is responsible for the extremely low rate of
precipitation there.
The distributionof evaporation obtained fromthe model
is given in the right diagram of figure 20.
I n the land area, the rate of evaporation is a maximum
in the equatorial region and very small in the subtropics
where a desert develops because of the meager precipitation. In the polar region, sublimation is extremely small
due to the large albedo of snow cover and to the weak
solar radiation reaching the surface.
I n the ocean area, the area of large evaporation extends
from the Tropics to the subtropics. Around 60" latitude,
the evaporation rate is significantly larger than the rateof
the corresponding latitude of land area, because of the difference in surface albedo (land area issnow covered in this
Iatitude belt).
These features are in qualitative
agreementwith the
features of the annual mean distributionof evaporation as
calculated by Budyko (1963) and shown in figure 22, but
thereare
some discrepancies. For example, the model
distribution misses the region of rapid evaporation off the
east coast of the continent in the middle latitudes. This is
probably because the ocean surface is not warm enough
due to the lack of advection of heat byocean currents.
Zonal mean clistri62Ltion-Havillg
discussed thearea
me shall
distribution of precipitationandevaporation,
next describe thelatitudinaldistribution
of the zonal
mean value of these yuantit.ies shown in figure 23. I n the
left-hand side of the figure, the computed distribut'ions are
given; and in the right-hand side, the
observed distributions compiled by Budyko (1963) are added for comparison. We shall describe the distribution in three part's, that
is, the oceanic region, thecontinental region, andthe
combined land and sea area.
I n the oceanic region of the model, the rateof precipitation ,exceeds that of evaporationin
the tropicaland
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middle latitudes; whereas, the former is much less than
the latter in thesubtropics. I n the polar region, both rates
are very small. These features agree very
well with the
observed features.
I n thecontinental region of the model, therate of
evaporation is almost similar tothat of precipitation,
except in middle latitudes where the latter significantly
of
exceeds the former. This middle-latitudemaximum
precipitation is not observed in the continental region of
the Northern Hemisphere; it is, however, observed in the
Southern Hemisphere where the size of the continent is
small. I n the Tropics, the rate of precipitationslightly
exceeds the rate of evaporation. According to the estimate
of actual evaporation shown inthe right-hand part of
figure 23, the rate of rainfall in the tropical region of the
continent far exceeds the rate of evaporation. As we shall
demonstrate in part11, this discrepancy can be attributed
to the lack of .ocean circulation in the model.
After takingtheaverage
of thedistributions of the
continental region and the oceanic region, the computed
distribution agrees well withthe observed distribution
even from a quantitative aspect. According to study M,
the intensity of tropical rainfall,obtained from the numerical integration of the general circulation model, is
unrealistically large and exceeds considerably the intensity of evaporation. The reason why the present study
to the
yields less rainfall in the Tropicsismainlydue
existence of land which cuts down some of the supply of
moisture from the subtropics into the Tropics. In study
M, the earth's surface was assumed to be completely wet.
B. RUNOFF

The distribution of the difference between the precipitationandevaporation
or (P-E) is shown in figure 24.
I n the positive area, for example, precipitation exceeds
evaporation; and water is availableforeither runoff or
the dilution of sea water.
On the continent, regions of positive (P-E) appear in
middle latitudes and in the Tropics. The positive region
in middle latitudes is relatively wide and is responsible
for large runoff in this region.
I n the oceanic region, an area of large negative (P-E)
occupies the subtropics; and one of large positive values
exists intheintertropical convergence zone. Apositive
area also covers middle latitudes. The net effect of this
to the
oceanic distribution is to supplywatervapor
atmosphereand accordingly to increase the salinity of
sea water in the subtropics, and to remove the moisture
from the atmosphere as well as to dilute the salinity in
boththe
Tropicsand
middle latitudes.The
coupling
between hydrologic cycle andthesalt
balance of the
ocean will be treated in the next studyof the joint oceanatmosphere model.
Figure 25 gives the latitudinal distributions of the zonal
meanvalue of ( P - E ) as well as that of runoff for the
continental region. The difference between these two
curves is mainly due to the change in soil moisture during
the period for analysis. According to this figure, runoff
predominates in the middle latitudes and in the Tropics.
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distribution of precipitation and evaporation of the model.

In the same figure, theestimate of runoff obtained by "latitude. of the Northern Hemisphere and is responsible
Lvovitch and Ovtchinnikov (1964) for both hemispheres for the lack of maximum runoff there.
isplotted for comparison. According tothis figure, the
C. SOIL MOISTURE
runoff in the actual Tropics seems to be much larger than
the runoff inthe model Tropics. We shall discuss the
The distribution of soil moisture of the model is shown
causes of this discrepancy in part 11. Another maximum in figure 26. I n the.subtropica1 region of the continent,
in the rate of runoff appears in the middle latitudes of khe soil moisture is verysmall, that is, the subtropical
the model; whereas, theestimate of actua,l .runoff has desert is formed inthe model as aresult of extremely
such a maximum only in the Southern Hemisphere. It is meager rainfall. Soil moisture increases from the subprobable that the wide longitudinal span of the Eurasian tropical desert' toward the Equator and toward the east
Continent reduced the intensity of rainfall in the middle coast of the continent where the rate of rainfall is larger.
365-096 0-69--3
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Lack of seasonal variation-During summer, snow cover
would normallymelt completely and would reduce the
albedo drastically;therefore,theannualmean
albedo
could be significantly less thanthe albedo of a snowcovered surface even though the annual mean temperature
is below freezing.
During the cold season, the net cooling at the ocean
surface penetrates into the deeper layer of the ocean due
to the effect of free convection; whereas during the warm
season, the heating is limited to the shallow layer due to
thestablestratification.Preliminaryresultsfromthe
integration of the model with seasonal variation indicate
this difference results inthenet
rise of annualmean
temperature of the ocean surface in higher latitudes.
Selj-ampli5cation effect of snowcover upon air temperature-The snow cover has an interestingself-amplification
effect because of its large albedo. When the snow cover is
more extensive, the air temperature is colder; and when
theairtemperature
is colder, the snow cover is wider.
Therefore, it is possible that a small bias in the model
could easily result in an ice age. This should be an important subject for further research.
Lack of poleward transport of heat by oceancurrentsThis effect will be discussed in part11.
E. MOISTURETRANSPORT IN THEATMOSPHERE

FIGURE22.-Distribution

of evaporation (cm day") obtained by
Budyko (1963).

I n higher latitudes, the soil moisture is equal to the field
capacity of the soil. I n other words, the soil is saturated
with water. This somewhat unrealistic result is probably
caused by the lack of seasonal variation in the model.
I n high latitudes, the surface of the model earth is permanently covered by snow, which reflects most of the solar
radiation reaching the surface and minimizes the rate of
sublimation. (See subsection SD.) Therefore, soil moisture
hardly evaporates. Over the actual earth's surface, some
of the snow cover disappearsduring the warm season.
Thus, the soil could be dry even though the annual mean
rate of precipitation exceeds that of evaporation due to
the seasonal variation of the difference between precipitation and evaporation.
D. SNOW BUDGET

Figure 27 shows thelatitudinaldistribution
of snow
budget. I n this figure, net accumulation of snow takes
place as far south as 53' latitude. Because of the rapid
snow melt south of this latitude, snow does not accumulate. Just north of this latitude, snow accumulates rather
rapidly because of the large rate of snowfall and the
slow sublimation rate. The extensive snow cover resulting
from this snow accumulation effectively produces a cold
climate which may correspond t o the ice age. There are
variousfactors thatmaybe
responsible forthis cold
climate. The following are some of them.

Poleward transport-In figure 23, the atmosphere gains
moisture in the subtropics and loses it in the Tropics and
middle latitudes. I n ordertocompensateforthisgain
and loss, atmosphericmotiontransportsmoisture.
In
figure 28, the poleward transport of moisture by transient
or standing eddies in the model atmosphere is compared
with the poleward transportintheactual
atmosphere.
The observed distributions were obtained from Peixoto
and Crisi (1965). The distribution of poleward transport,
in the model atmosphere has the following features:
1) In general, the transient eddies transport moisture
poleward. The maximum transporttakes place between
30" and 40" latitude.
2) The meridional circulation transports large amounts
of water vapor from the subtropics into the Tropics. The
direct tropical cell of the meridional circulation is responsible for this. Weak poleward transport due to the indirect
cell appears in middle latitudes (fig. 11).
3) Transport due tosubgrid scale diffusion is very small.
4) The net effect of these transports is to remove the
water vapor from the subtropics into the Tropics and the
middlelatitudes,thuscompensating
for the imbalance
between evaporation
and
precipitation.
The general
qualitativefeatures of these transports agreevery well
with the features of the actual atmosphere (fig. 28B).
The latitude-height distribution of the poleward transport of water vapor by transient eddies is shown in figure
29. It is interesting that equatorward transport prevails
in t'he stratosphere. A similar result was obtained in study
h4. Refer to study h/I for a discussion of the water balance
in the model stratosphere, which is very dry.
LMoisturetransport wector-Figure 30 was drawn in order
to find how moisture is transported from the source region
to the sink. The vectors indicating the vertical integral
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distributions (computed and observed) of zonal mean precipitation and evaporation; the distributionof the model
(computed) is obtained by taking the average of the two hemispheres.

of moisture transport in the model atmosphere and the
actual atmosphere are plotted. The major features of the
distribution of the integrated moisture transport in the
model atmosphere (left diagram) are as follows.
From the source region of the subtropical ocean, moisture moves southwestward and converges into the tropical
rain belt on the ocean. Part of this moisture moves westward and supplies moisture for the tropical rain belt on
the continent. Another part moves along the periphery of
the oceanic anticyclone, described in subsection 4B,and
brings moist air to the east coast of the continent from the
Tropics. Thus, it supplies the moisture for the rainyregion
along the east coast of the continent in the subtropics
described earlier.
I n the latitude belt ranging from30' to 50°, the relative
magnitude of the westward component of the moisture
transport vector is very large. From 45' latitude,the
vectors tend to point poleward, and their length decreases
rapidlywith
increasing latitude.The
convergence of
moisture that results from this distribution accounts for
the moisture needed for maintainingtherainbeltin
middle latitudes.

Thesefeaturesarein
excellent qualitativeagreement
withthe moisture transport in the actualatmosphere
shown in figure 30B. (It should also be pointed out that
the distribution of moisture transport vectors corresponds
very closely to the distribution of the wind vectors near
the earth's surface,fig. 12.) There are, however, significant
quantitative differences. For example, the length of the
moisture transport vector of the polar region is much
smaller inthe model atmosphere thanintheactual
atmosphere. This is probably because the temperature of
the polar region of the model atmosphere is significantly
as shown in
lower than that of theactualatmosphere,
subsection 3A.
F. GENERAL
CIRCULATION
AND
SURFACE
HYDROLOGY

The general circulation of the atmosphere controls the
hydrology of the earth's surface. I n return, the surface
hydrology affects the general circulation. We shall discuss
a few examples of the interactions of this sort.
Desert-forming mechanism-It is interesting that in the
subtropics the area with small amounts of rainfall has a
wider latitudinal spread on the continent than over the
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FIGURE25.-Latitudinal
distributions of ( P - m and runoff
(71)of the model, obtained by taking the average of the two
hemispheric distributions. Values of runoff obtained by Lvovitch
and Ovtchinnikov (1964) are also plotted.
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FIGURE
26.-Horizontal distribution of soil moisture (centimeters)
of the model. The values of the two hemispheres are averaged.

S.

PRECIPITATION-EVAPORATION [cm/day]

FIGURE24.-Horizontal
distribution of the difference ( P - E )
between precipitation and evaporation of the model.

smaller on, theland surface, then the soil moisture is less
and accordingly the rate of evaporation is less. In turn,
this small evaporation rate is responsible for the decrease
ocean. This is a resultof the self-amplification mechanism, in relative humidity in the lower troposphere and then
In for the further decrease in rainfall and soil moisture. On
which playsan important role indesertformation.
general, the rainfall is meager in the subtropics because the other hand, moisture is always abundant in the ocean
the downwardbranch of the direct cell of meridional area. This kind of self-amplification mechanism does not
circulationprevailsthere.When
therate of rainfallis
exist over the subtropicalocean;therefore,
the belt of
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29.-Latitude-height
FIGURE27.-Latitudinal

distribution of the zonal mean snow
budget on the continent of the model. The values of the two
hemispheres are averaged. The negative rate of accumulation
around latitude 50' indicates the decrease of snow depth during
the period of time averaging.

distribution of poleward transport of
water vapor by transient eddies in the model atmosphere (units,
1014 gm mb-1 day-1). The distributions of the two hemisphcres
are averaged.

of the desert area is very high. Figure 7 shows the temperaturedistribution
of theninth
model level (about
70 m). The high desert temperature in turn develops the
area of low surface pressure because of the relatively
,o
POLEWARD
TRANSPORT
OF WATER
VAPOR
low airdensityneartheearth's
surface. Ontheother
hand, the surface temperature of the subtropical region
of the ocean is relatively low because of the rapid evaporation from the oceanic surface. Thus, an area of relatively
highsurfacepressure
develops in the oceanic region of
the subtropics (fig. 9A). This oceanic anticyclone causes
the tropicalair to move poleward along theeastcoast
of thecontinentinthesubtropics.
The distribution of
of the moisture transport vector
the verticalintegral
(fig. 30) clearly indicatessuch
a poleward transport.
OBSERVED
Therefore, a moist tongue of tropical air covers the east
coast region of the subtropics. The cross section of
humidity distribution along 20.5' N. latitude in figure 31
clearly indicatesthis moist tongue. Thedistribution of
the verticalintegral
of verticalmotion
(fig. 32) also
favors the maintenance of thismoist air mass in the
-10
B
lower half of the troposphere.Despite the general predominance of downward motion in the subtropics, weak
along the east coastandtends
FIQURE
28.-Latitudinal
distributions of poleward transport of upwardmotionappears
relative
humidity
there.
This moist
water vapor due to various processes; (A) the distributions in the to increase the
model atmosphere (average of the two hemispheres) and (B) thc tongueconstitutesafavorableenvironmentfor
cyclodistributions of the actual atmosphere (Northern Hemisphere). genesis and,consequently, abundant precipitation along
of thecontinentinthesubtropics.
(See
theeastcoast
section 8 for further discussion onthe mechanism of
meager rainfall is naturally narrower over the ocean than cyclogenesis.)
over the continent in the subtropics.
Time meanverticalmotion-The
influence of surface
East coast rainfall in the subtropics-As
we
have hydrologyupon the atmosphericcirculation, which we
already described, the belt of meager rainfallin
the have discussed so far, is evident in the distribution of the
subtropics is interrupted by anarea of relatively abundant time mean vertical motion.
precipitation along theeast coast of the continent. We
Figure 33 shows the zonal mean motion (time mean) on
shall discuss the mechanism maintaining a distribution of both land and sea. On thesubtropical ocean, the downward
this sort.
branch of the direct cell extends uniformly throughout the
In the subtropicaldesert, therate of evaporation is trophosphere; whereas onthe subtropicalcontinent,a
very small. Instead,theturbulent
transport; of sensible region of upward motion appears near the earth's surface
heat prevails to compensate for the gain of energy due to at 10" t o 20" latitude (fig. 32). This local upward motion
incoming solar radiation. Accordingly, thetemperature
probablyresultedfrom
the intenseheating by sensible
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FIGURE
30.-Vertical integral (pressure-weighted) of the moisture transport vector; (A) the distribution in the model atmosphere (average
of the two hemispheres) and (B) the distribution in the actual atmosphere (Northern Hemisphere) obtained by Peixoto and Crisi

OCEAN-CONndENT BOUNDARY

FIGURE
31.-Zonal

cross-section of relativehumidity
along the 20.5" latitude circle.

in percent

FIGURE32.-Horizontal

distribution

of

vertically

integrated

(pressure-weighted) vertical P-velocity of the model. The distriheat from the hot desert surface. Aswe demonstrate in
butions of the two hemispheres are averaged.
part 11, the temperature of the earth's surface seems to
have a very important effect upon the time mean vertical
motion.
Anotherfeature of interestisthe
comparison of the meridional circulation cell is weaker on the continent than
relative intensity of the Hadley circulation on the con- on the ocean. As Dointed out in study M, water vapor
tinent and on the ocean. The up&rd branch of the tropical plays an important role in acceleratiig this direct cell.
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FIGURE
34.-Computed and observed water balance of the earth's
surface (units, cm day-1).

ture of the soil surface is high. Around 60' latitude, the
surface temperature of the oceanic areaismuchhigher
FIGURE
33.-Latitude-height distributions of zonal mean vertical than the surface temperature of the continental area due
P-velocity (mb day-1) over the continent and ocean of the model.
to the differences in surface albedo. This relatively warm
The distributions of the two hemispheres are averaged.
temperature of the ocean surface is mainly responsible for
the marked increase of long-wave radiation from the continent to the ocean in this latitude.
An insufficient supply of moisture from the continental
The distribution of radiation imbalance of the earthsurface may be responsible for the weak Hadley cell over atmosphere system is computed as the difference between
is altered signifi- net downward solar radiation and net upward long-wavo
the continent.Thisrelativeintensity
cantly when the effect of the ocean circulation is taken into radiation at thetop of the atmosphere (fig. 36). Also
consideration. We shall discuss this subject in part 11.
shown, for comparison, is the corresponding distribution
for the actual atmosphere obtained by Budyko (1963). I n
G. WATERBALANCEOFTHEEARTH'SSURFACE
figure 36, the positive radiation imbalance of the model
The diagram of the water balance is shown in figure 34, subtropics is less in the land area than in the sea area. As
thus concluding this section. Despite the idealization of we havepointed out,this longitudinalgradient of imthe land-sea configuration in the model, the agreement balance is caused by the relatively large emission of longbetween the magnitudes of most of thewaterbalance
wave radiation from the hot desert surface and by the
components of the model and those estimated by Budyko relativelylarge
reflection of solar radiationfromthe
(1963) from actual datais generally good. The intensity of continentalsurface
whose albedo ishigher
thanthe
the hydrologic cycle,; however, is slightly stronger in the albedo of the ocean. Although this feature is in qualitative
actual atmosphere than in the model atmosphere.
agreement with Budyko, it is somewhat exaggerated due
partly to the lack of longitudinal variation of cloudiness in
7. HEAT BALANCE
the model. I n higher latitudes (60"), asharp land-sea
A. RADIATIONBALANCE
contrast in the value of radiation imbalance exists due to
OF THEEARTH-ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM
the large albedo of snow, which covers the land area. Such
The areal distributionof net radiativefluxes at the top of a sharp contrastdoes not exist in theobserved distribution,
the atmosphere is given in figure 35. I n this figure, the net because the latitude of the actualsnow line is much higher
solar radiation is generally smaller over the continent than than the one in the model, except during winter.
over the ocean due to the difference in surface albedo.
Figure 37 depicts thelatitudinaldistributions of the
Particularly,thesudden
increase of net solar radiation zonal mean values of net solar and long-wave radiation at
fromthecontinent
to the ocean around 60" latitude is the top of the model atmosphere. The distributionsfor the
caused by the large albedo of snow cover on the continent. actual atmosphere obtained by London (1957) are shown
The net upward long-wave radiation is a maximum in for comparison. This figure clearly shows that, inhigh
the subtropical region of the continent where the tempera- latitudes,both net solarradiationandnet
long-wave
'
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FIGURE
35.-Horizontal distributions of net downward solar radiation and net upward long-wave radiation at the topof the model atmosphere (units, Iy min-1). The distributions of the two hemispheres are averaged.

distribution of net downward radiation at the top of the atmosphere (radiation imbalance of the earth-atmosphere
system) ; (A) distribution for the model (average distribution for the two hemispheres) and (B) distribution for the actual atmosphere,
estimated by Budyko (1963) ; units, ly min-1.
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FIGURE
37.-Zonal means of the net downward solar radiation a t
the top of the model atmosphere and of the actual atmosphere
are indicated by a solid line and x's, respectively. Zonal means
of the net upward long-wave radiation at the top of the model
atmosphere and the actual atmosphere are indicated by a dashed
line and solid triangles, respectively. The values of the two
hemispheres of the model are averaged. The estimates of the
actualradiative fluxesin theNorthern Hemisphere were obtained from London (1957).

radiation are too small at the top of the model atmosphere,
though the difference between the two is quite realistic.
As discussed, these small radiative fluxes are caused by the
extensive snow cover of the model. I n other words, we
effectively have the climate of an ice age.

WLEWARD TRANSPORT OF MTW ENERGY
- 1

rn

E. POLEWARDTRANSPORT OF ENERGY
The radiative imbalance of energy requires the poleward
transport of energy. Inthe actualsystem, this is accomplished by the following three processes:
1) atmospheric transport of heat energy (c,T+++K),
FIGURE38.-(A)
latitudinal distribution of thenet
poleward
2) atmospheric transport of latent energy (L .T), and
transport of energy required from radiative imbalance, and the
3) oceanic transport of heat.
poleward transport of heat energy andlatent energy; (B) the
Since the effect of heattransportby
ocean currentsis
latitudinal distribution of the poleward transport of heat energy;
notincorporated inthe present model, thetotalheat
and (C) thelatent
energy dueto
various processes such as
transient eddies, standing eddies, standing meridional circulatransport can only be accomplished bythe
&st two
tions, and subgrid scale mixing.
mechanisms. Figure 38Ashowshow the poleward transport
of energy required from radiative imbalance is partitioned
between thesetwomeans
of transporting energy. For
comparison, the poleward transport of energy bythe
transport of latent energy are subdividedinto four procesactualearthatmosphericsystem
is shown in figure 39. ses, that is, the transport by transient
eddies, standing
It is interesting that the magnitude of poleward transport eddies, the standing meridional circulation cell, and subof energy required from radiative imbalance in the model grid scale mixing.
atmosphere is very close to that in the actual atmosphere
I n figure 38, the direct cell of the meridional circulation
despite the very low temperatures of the polar region. in low latitudes brings latent energy into the Tropics and
As figure 37 shows, snow cover in high latitudes has the
exports large amounts of heat energy from the Tropics.
effect of decreasing both net downward solar radiation I n this way it plays a major role
in maintaining the tropical
and net upward radiation simultaneously. Therefore, the rain belt. The tropical maximum of poleward transport
net radiative imbalance is affected very little. The magni- of heat energy evidentin figure 38A is caused by this
tude of poleward transport of heat energy (c,T+++K) direct cell.
agrees reasonably well withtheestimate for theactual
In the middle latitudes, transient eddies play a major
atmosphere. The poleward transport of latent energy, role in transporting both heat energy and latent energy
however, is somewhat larger than the estimates obtained poleward. The eddy transport of latent energy is a maxiby Peixoto (1958.)
mum around 30' latitude; whereas the eddy transport of
Figures38B, C show a further breakdown of these heat energy is a maximum around 45" and is responsible
of heat energy andthe
transports.Boththetransport
for the high-latitude maximumof total poleward transport
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FIGURE
39,"Latitudinal distribution of the net poleward transport
of energy by the joint ocean-atmosphere system, expected from
radiative imbalance, is indicated by a solid line. The transport
of total energy (c,T+++K) and that of latent energy in the
atmosphere are shown by a dash-dot line and a dashed line,
respectively. The energy transport by ocean currents is also
included. The estimate of these transports was made using the
data obtained by Budyko (1956,1963) and Houghton (1954).
Budyko's data for the two hemispheres are averaged. The
meridional transport of latent energy obtained by Peixoto (1958)
is plotted for comparison.

of heat energy shown in the upper part of figure 39. The
indirect cell of the meridional circulation plays a
minor
role in middle latitudes. I t transports heat energy equatorward and latent energy polewasd.
I n general, the contribution of standing eddies is small
the
in
model atmosphere. Since mountains excite
standing eddies, this may not be the case in the actual
atmosphere.
The latitude-height
distributions
of the poleward
transport of heat (c,T) and of heat energy (c,T+4+K)
by transient eddies are shown in figures 40A, B, respectively; they have double maxima in middle latitudes, one
near the 900-mb level and mother near the 200-mb level.
Similar double maximaareevidentin
figure 41, which
shows the observed distribution of poleward transport of
heat by the transient
eddies. The latitude-height distribution of transport of heat energy in theactualatmosphere is not available. In view of the significant difference
between the transport of heat energy and the transport of
heat, it would be very valuable to obtain an estimate of
the poleward transport of geopotential height 4 for the
actual atmosphere.
For the latitude-heightdistribution of latent energy
transport, refer to figure 29.

FIGURE40.-Latitude-height
distribution of (A) the poleward
transport of heat (c,T) and (B) the poleward transport of heat
energy ( c , T + + ) (the transport of kineticenergy is neglected).
The values of the two hemispheres are averaged (units, 1017joules
mb-1 day").

of figure 42. I n this figure, thenet solar radiation is
generally larger over the ocean than over the continent,
due to the difference inthe surface albedo. Near 60"
latitude,thecontrastinnetradiation
isparticularly
distinct because of the large albedo of snow cover on the
continent.
The horizontaldistribution of netupward long-wave
radiation attheearth's
surface is shown intheright
diagram of figure 42. I n the subtropical desert region of
the model, the net upward long-wave radiation is significantly larger than the surrounding region due to the high
temperature of the soil surface.Near
60' latitude, a
significant difference in flux between ocean and continent
exists due to the difference in surface temperature and in
vertical temperature gradient near the earth's surface.
The latitudinal distribution of the zonal mean value of
radiative fluxes at theearth's surface is shown in figure 43.
C. RADIATIONBALANCE OF THEEARTH'SSURFACE
For comparison, theannualmean
fluxes estimated by
The horizontaldistribution
of net downward solar London (1957) for the actual atmosphere are also shown.
radiation at the earth'ssurface is shown in theleft diagram I n lower latitudes,bothnet
solar andnet long-wave
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radiation agree very well with London's estimate for the
actualatmosphere;in
higher latitudes, however, the
radiative fluxes of the model are significantly less than
those of the actual atmosphere. This is due to the effect of
excessive snow cover.
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FIGURE
41.-Latitude-height distribution of poleward transport of
heat in the actual atmosphere (Peixoto, 1958); units, 10'' joules
mb-l day-I.
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The distribution of radiation imbalance (net downward
radiation) at theearth'ssurfaceiscomputed
as the
difference between net downward solar radiation and net
upward long-wave radiation
and
is
compared with
Budyko's estimated distribution in figure 44. I n general,
the radiation imbalance is positive except for very high
latitudes. Due to high surface temperature and associated
large upward long-wave radiation, the positive imbalance
in the subtropics is significantly smaller over land than
over the sea, in agreement with the observed features. I n
of imbalance on the
higher latitudes,themagnitude
continent is much smaller than on the ocean because of
the largereflectivity of snow cover forsolarradiation.
Althoughthisfeatureis
inqualitative agreement with
observation, thecontrastbetweenlandandseais
too
exaggerated inthe model. Actual snow cover extends
widely only duringwinter; whereas, it extends as far
south as 53" latitude in the model atmosphere.
I n figure 45, the latitudinal distributionsof zonal mean
radiativeimbalance for boththe continentand
ocean
(model) are contrasted with those estimated by Budyko
(1963). I n low latitudesthe agreement with Budyko's
result is reasonably good; whereas in high latitudes there
are some systematic differences, probably due to the effect
of excessive snow cover. Nevertheless, the difference
between the imbalance for the model and for the actual
atmosphere is small if one takes the average for both land
and sea.
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D. TURBULENTFLUX OF SENSIBLE AND LATENT HEAT

except in the Tropics, whereas the magnitude of sensible
heat
flux increases with increasing latitude. As pointed
I n the left parts of figure 46, the model distributions
out
in
study M I this results in an increase in Bowen ratio
of the zonal mean values of both sensible and latent heat
with
increasing
latitudeinqualitative
agreementwith
flux at the earth's surface are shown
for both the conthe
actual
distribution
estimated
by
Jacobs
(1951). It is
tinentandthe
ocean. I n therightparts
of the same
reasonable
that,
in
high
latitudes,
latent
heat
flux should
figure, the corresponding quantities as estimated by
a
minor
role
in
removing
the
heat
from
the ocean
play
Budyko (1963) are shown for comparison.
surface
because
the
vertical
gradient
of
vapor
pressure
is
On the ocean surface of Che model, the magnitude of
generally
small
due
to
the
low
temperature.
The
distrithe flux of latent heat decreases with increasing latitude,
butions of sensible and latent heat flux over the ocean
are very similar to those obtained in study M in which
the earth's surface was assumed to be completely wet.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
.4
On the surface of the continent, the rateof evaporation
Net RadiationBalance at the Earth's Surface (Iy/min)
decreases sharply from the Tropics to the subtropics due
to the decrease of soil moisture. This decrease is compensated by the latitudinal increase of the sensible heat
flux. Despite the drastic idealizationof land-sea configuration adopted for this study, these features of flux distribution of the model are in excellent agreement with those
A
obtained by Budyko (1963).
I n figure 47, the horizontaldistributions
of both
sensible
and
latent
heat
flux
are
shown.
This
figure
clearly
0
I
1
I
1
I
I
I
I
0
90
BO
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
shows
how
these
two
fluxes
tend
to
supplement
each
LATITUDE
other. For example, the magnitude of latent heat flux is
FIGURE43.-Zonal means of the net downward solar radiation a t very small in the subtropical desert; whereas the magnitude of sensible heat is very large. The sum of these two
the surface of the model earth andof the actual earth are
indicated
by a solid line and x's, respectively. Zonal means of the net upward quantitiesinthe
desert,however,issomewhatsmaller
long-wave radiation at the surface of the model earth and of the than the corresponding sum in the oceanic region of the
actual earth are indicated by a dashed line and solid triangles,
subtropics and is consistent with the horizontal distriburespectively. The values of the two hemispheres of the model are
averaged. The estimatesof actual radiative fluxes in the Northern tion of radiative imbalance, which has a relatively small
value in the desert (fig. 44).
Hemisphere were obtained from London (1957).

FIGURE
44.-Horizontal distribution of radiation imbalance at the earth's surface; (A) the distribution of the model (average of two
hemispheric values) and (B) the distribution of the actual earth's surface, obtained by Budyko (1963); units, ly min-I.
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The horizontal distribution of sensible heat flux estimated by Budyko (1963) is shown in figure 48.There are
many commonfeaturesbetweenBudyko'sdistribution
and the distribution of the model-for example: the maximum in the desert, minimum in the tropical ocean,. and
relatively large flux from the ocean surface in high latitudes. The area of large sensible heat flux off theeast
coast of theactualcontinent(around
40" latitude),
however, is missing in the model. This is probably due to
the lack of advection of warm water by the Gulf Stream.
The discussion of the horizontal distribution of latent heat
flux, already given in subsection 6A, is not repeated here.
I
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E. HEATBALANCE DIAGRAM

I n concluding this section on the heatbalance, diagrams
showing the heatbalance of the whole earth, the continent,
and the ocean are presentedin figure 49. According to these
diagrams and the water balance diagramof figure 34, both
heat energy and latent energy are transported from the
ocean to thecontinentbythe
atmospheric flow field,
probably for two reasons.
1) I n general, the albedo of the land surface is larger
than the albedo of the ocean. Particularly, snow cover on
the continent reflects more solar radiation than the ocean
surface.
2) The desert tends to emit relatively large long-wave
radiation into space through the window of water vapor
absorption bands due to the high temperature there.
I n table 2, the heat balance components a t the earth's
surface of the model are compared withthose of the actual
atmosphere,estimated by Budyko (1963). Despite the
idealized land-sea configuration, the agreement between
these two sets of data is surprisingly good.
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FIQURE45.-Latitudinal
distribution of zonal mean radiation
imbalance (average of two hemispheric values) $6' the continent
and ocean separately. The values obtained by Budyko (1963) for
the actual earth's surface are plotted for comparison.

The value of maximum eddy kinetic energy in the middle
latitudes is signiiicantly larger than the value as shown in
figure 9.2 of study M. This is probably because the meridional temperature gradient is larger in this model than in
the previous model because of the extensive development
of snow cover in the high latitudes. One of the interesting
features of this distribution is theweak maximum of eddy
kinetic energy around the Equator.
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I n order to understand this distribution of eddy kinetic
energy, the latitude-height distribution of conversion of
available potential energy is shown in figure 51. As one
would expect, the maximum conversion appearsinthe
middle latitude. Also, adistinctsecondarymaximum,
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FIGURE49.-Heat
balancediagrams
of the model. SR, solar
radiation; LR, long-wave radiation;LH,latentheat
flux; SH,
sensible heat flux; C, heat of condensation; and ADV, advection.

responsible for the tropicalmaximum of eddykinetic
energy, appears intheupper troposphere of the Tropics.
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energy. For
According to Manabe and Smagorinsky (1967), the con- abundantrainfalltolargeeddykinetic
example, the eddy kinetic energy is large in the
middle
version of eddy potential energy generated by the heat
latitudes and in the Tropics, where the rate of precipitaof condensation is responsible for maintaining the eddy
kinetic energy of the model Tropics. Although the resolu- tion is above the average, andsmall inthe subtropics
tion of the finite-difference grid in the Tropics is coarser where the rate of rainfall is small. This subtropical belt
for this study than for study M because of the difference of minimum eddy kinetic energy is interrupted along the
east coast of the continent where the magnitude of eddy
in map projection, the tropical maximum still appeared
kinetic energy and the intensity of rainfall are relatively
in this study.
"
p .
The vertical mean of eddy kinetic energy K E 1s com- large.
Similar correspondence between the two quantities
Duted bv
holds for timevariationsas
well as for the horizontal
distributions. I n figure 53, the variation of the latitudinal
distribution of verticaland
zonal meaneddykinetic
its horizontaldistributionis shown in tigure 52. If one energy with time is contrasted with that of precipitation.
compares figure 52 withthedistribution
of rainfall in Again, the evolution inthedistribution
of these two
figure 20, he will notice that the area of meager rainfall quantities correspond very well in the Tropics as well as
corresponds to small eddy kinetic energy and the area of in the middle latitudes. These results clearly 'show that
rainfall in the model Tropics is mostly accompanied by
synoptic scale disturbances, just as in middle latitudes.
Table 2.--Heat balance of the earth's surface (real earth from Budyko,
The horizontal distribution of the rate of conversion of
1985)
the eddy available potentialenergy due to transienteddies
Whole earth
is shown in figure 54. Consistentwiththe
zonal mean
of
large
eddy
conversion
appear
in the
distribution,
areas
Model earth
Real emth
Tropics and in middle latitudes.
In the subtropics, the conversion of eddy available
f.
137
Radiation balance.-"..
-.
.."_ _ _ _ -...
.- .._._...__
_____
+._132. .
-. 112 potential energy due to transient eddies is generally small.
Latent heat __..._________.._.__..----.-....-..----.-...---. 092
Sensible heat...__ _ _ _ _..
_
.- _
__.
_._ -. .....-.
.." _ _ __....___
-. 038
-. 025 I n the areas of minimumrainfall, even smallnegative
conversion appears. Along the east coast of the continent,
Continent
however,
the conversion is somewhat larger. It is probable
I
Radiation balance _______._._._______.-.---.-..-..
.__.___.
+.OB
that the moist tongue, occupying this region (fig. 31) and
Latent heat" - .".....____._.
_ _ _ _ __.
._ _ _ _._
_
_
____
._
_
_
._ _ _ .
1:; discussed in subsection 6F, constitutes
condition
a
Sensible heat_ _ _
.._
.._
_.
_
_
....._ _ _.__.._
--.
.
....____ _ _
- _ . -. 044
favorable for the generation and development of cyclones.
Owan
These cyclones, turn,
in
could be responsible for the
ample rainfall in this coastal region. I n order to examine
Radiation balance _ _ _
.......____
_ _ ____._.....____
.
-...____
f. 167
f 156
-:141
this possibility further, figure 55A was constructed. This
Latent heat _____...
_____.__.___._______.-.."".
....____
-. 136
Sensible heat ..._....____..__..__.---...------.--.
_ . _ _ _ _-.
_
030
_
-.015
figure shows thetracks
of cyclones generated inthe
latitude beltranging from 40" N. to 40" S. during 100
Y
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model days. The figure suggests that the east coast region
of the model subtropicsisindeed
B placefavorable for
cyclogenesis. The cyclones generated there move poleward
andgetintothemainstream
of cyclones in middle
latitudes. The poleward movement of the area of maximum rainfall with time, evident in the time isopleths of
figure 53, is consistent withthiscyclonemovement.

FIGURE 52.-Horizontal

UTITUDE

FIGURE51.-Latitude-height distribution of the eddy conversion
of potential energy duetotransient
eddies (average of two
hemispheric values) ; units, joules cm-2 mb-1 day".
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FIGURE53.-Time isopleths of the latitudinal distributionof the vertical integral of the zonal mean eddy kinetic energy (units for the top
diagram, 100 joules cm-2), and of the zonal mean rate of precipitation (units for the bottom diagram, cm day").
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The frequency distribution of cyclogenesis in the actual
atmosphere, compiled by Petterssen (1950), is shown in
figure 55B for comparison. Though the area of maximum
frequency is located to the east of the Rocky Mountains,
a secondary maximum is evident along the east coast of
North America. It is noteworthy that cyclogenesis is very
infrequent off the west coast of continents (for example,
off the coast of northern Africa), in agreement with
the
result of the model experiment.
9. SUMMARY AND FUTURE
STUDY

The effect of surface hydrology has been incorporated
into the general circulation model developed at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory.
Despite the drastic idealization of land-sea configuration, general qualitative features of water and heat balance of the earth's surface are successfully simulated by
the numerical time integration of this model. The interaction between the hydrology of the earth's surface and
the general circulation of the model atmosphereresults
in a highly realistic distribution of precipitation, evaporation, and sensible heat flux and net radiative flux at the
earth's surface. For example, the rain belt is maintained
in theTropics, a typical desertis formed in thesubtropical
region of the continent, and the subtropical beltof meager
rainfall is interrupted by the relatively rainy region along
the east coast of the continent.
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FIGURE55.-(A)

tracks of cyclones, generated in thelatitude
belt of 40" N. to 40" S. during 100 model days (243-343); solid
and dashed lines indicate tracks in the Northern
Hemisphere and
Southern Hemisphere, respectively; (B) frequency of cyclogenesis,
obtained by taking the average of summer and winter distributions compiled by Petterssen (1950).

In high latitudes, extensive snow cover with large albedo develops, and a situation that could correspond to
the ice age emerges. The lack of seasonal variation of
snow cover and the self-amplification effect of the surface
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temperature upon snow cover is partly responsible for
this result. In part I1 which follows, the effect of a poleward transport of heat byocean circulation is incorporated
in the model.

APPENDIX
Critical remarks about thechoice of computationalspace
mesh-As we described in section 2, themap distance
between the finite-difference grid points on the Mercator
projection map is doubled at 62.0” latitude and is quadrupled poleward of 71.8” latitude. Otherwise, it would have
been necessary to choose a very short time interval for the
numerical time integration because the magnification factor of the Mercator projection increases with increasing
latitude.
Unfortunately, this abrupt change of grid size causes
tke following difficulties.
1) A so-called “computational mode” appears inthe
distribution of variousquantitiessuch
aswind
field,
verticalP-velocity,surface
pressure, and therate
of
precipitation. In other words, abrupt doubling or hdving
of resolution at certain latitudes results in the alternation
of large and small values from one grid point to another
along the latitude circle of the abrupt change.
2) The abrupt change of resolution causes an abrupt
change in magnitude of variousquantities, such asin
the eddy kinetic energy and in the conversion of potential
energy into kinetic energy by large-scale eddies.
3) .It also produces a local meridional circulation cell
at the latitude of the change in resolution.
The first of these difEculties is evidentin figure 52,
which shows the areal distribution of the verticalmass
integral of eddy kinetic energy. Along the latitude circle
of the resolution change, large and small values of eddy
kinetic energy alternatewith each otherandindicate
the existence of a so-called “computationalmode.”
A
similar pattern is evident in figure 20 showing the areal
distribution of the rate of precipitation. Since the computational mode is very large for the vertical P-velocity,
it was necessary to average the values of two neighboring
points along the latitude circle of the abrupt change in
resolutioninorder
toobtain asmoothandconsistent
distribution of vertical P-velocity. Figure 32, showing the
arealdistribution of verticalP-velocity(verticalmean
value), was obtained after performing such a smoothing.
Anothernotablefeature
of figure 52 is theabrupt
decrease of eddy kinetic energy from the side of higher
resolution to the side of lower resolution. This is the
second difficulty mentioned above.
The third difficulty is evident in figure 11A, which
shows thelatitude-heightdistribution
of zonal mean
verticalP-velocity. According to this figure, an intense
local meridional circulation cell is located at 62” latitude
where the resolution changes abruptly.
I n order to eliminate these dsculties, it is necessary
to change the resolution gradually.Sucha
scheme has
already been proposed andtested by Kurihara (1965)
and Kurihara and Holloway (1967).
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